JSPC — PA&T September 10, 2019 4:00 - 5:00 PM, Juneau Youth
Services Administration A conference room

NOTES
UPDATES (~10
minutes)
1. Jan’s updates on current business to include resource distribution, trainings provided, advertising,
outreach efforts, impact of social media platforms, newsletter engagement, website and/or
inventory.
• Resources were distributed at the UAS Campus Kickoff, Northern Lights Church, State of Alaska
& and to a Mother who lost her son to suicide and requested our information.
• August trainings: Zach Gordon & the JYS Orientation
• Inventory: JSPC gave out shirts at UAS Campus Kickoff. The long sleeve shirts were donated to
JSPC with our logo on the front and "UAS Strong-You Matter" on the back of them. There is also a
raffle, with winners announced on social media.
• Grants: Juneau Glacier Valley Rotary awarded JSPC $250.00 to be used on December 21st for a
fundraising event. Jan has reserved the Fieldhouse from 7PM-7AM for an overnight walk-a-thon.
More information will be shared next month.

NEW BUSINESS (~35
minutes)
2. Review 101 training document & create a strategy for reaching the community. What are current
opportunities & which organizations are next to reach out to?
• Kevin’s Jan 2018 edition, v5, of ‘Narrator Script’ was shared and reviewed. We need to add a list
of things for each leader to bring when doing a training (like on a cover sheet), namely Careline
cards, JSPC cards, and other brochures and materials. Statistics on page 1 must be updated
(Jan).
• Every training must include practicing the words —never cut this portion out of a training.
• Add the question at the end of the training: “Who else would you like for me to present this
material to?” This allows each participant to connect this experience with their personal and
professional lives. This should generate more opportunities for us.
• Let’s add this document to the archive of documents on the website.

• We agree that the large coalition should receive this training about twice a year — so each
member is well refreshed/capable to use this information in their lives/work. Julie and Kevin will
present at October’s monthly coalition meeting (Sept. agenda is already full.)
• There’s added value in training in pairs when possible.
• Jan will meet with Julie Neyhart, Kevin Ritchie & Pastor Karen soon to review the script and
schedule events.
3. Discuss ways to engage more volunteers and acknowledge volunteers & coalition members’
support.
• We recognize that volunteers are essential to our efforts! Let’s make a concerted effort to ‘count’
volunteer hours at each meeting and activity (training, community event table, etc.) This is valuable
information for grant reporting and submissions — and elevating the commitment this community
has!
• At monthly coalition meetings, let’s have monthly opportunities for members to connect to
volunteer requests, even if they are two or three months out. This could be helpful for Jan for
planning and building efforts. This action also helps us to identify which partners we’d like to
invite into our work.

4. Status check on docs archived on website, what docs do we want to see there?
• Pending issue, will be revisited
5. Brainstorm more ways to increase our presence at UAS.
• Gayle will continue to attend their monthly Wellness meetings and look for opportunities for
JSPC to be involved and supportive.
• Jan is working with Margie Thompson to get more involved with UAS. We are on campus once a
month during lunch to provide support to students and over 14 students signed up for the Rock
Climbing event.
6. From work-plan:
1. September-Suicide Prevention Month Activities + Health Fair + Veterans
2. October-Depression awareness & recognizing the needs of the Native community + Activities
+ UAS depression screening + hunter safety + seasonal transitions

3. November-Survivor Day + recognize art as therapy + UAS Power & Privilege session +
partnership with Taku Tattoo + Survivor’s
Banquet

UPCOMING EVENTS OR POSSIBLE EVENTS (~15
minutes)
7. Update on grief classes/folks enrolled & December event at Holy Trinity
• JSPC is paying the tuition of 5 individuals who are committed to taking the grief course: Jan
Reece, Pastor Karen, Gordon Blue, Faith, Charles Rorbacher & Teri Stage Harvey. All of these
folks have agreed to form a ‘grief response team’ after the training.
8. Other
• Jan, please bring a large stack of Careline & JSPC cards to every coalition meeting for partners
to take, thank you!

